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Distortion Reduction by Complementary
Distortion””
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I t isstimulatingandvaluablewhen
paper arouses sufficient interest that readers
take time to write comments on it. .in author almost prefers negative comments than
none a t all, since this response a t least indicates the paper has been read. Therefore,
I
xish to begin my reply to the correspondents who discussed my paper [l] by thanking them for their helpful comments, which
not only serve to illuminate the subject in
questionfurtherbutgivemetheopportunity to make afew additional informal remarks.
Greiner [ 2 ] mentions that practical techniques for complementary distortion reduction have been used by him and others for
some years and presents an amplifier-cathode follower combination as an example. It
wouldbemostvaluable
t o t h e readers of
these T R A ~ S A C T I O ~interested
S
in the presentsubject if hewould,infuturecorrespondence,
either
give
references
published
to
this inwork
field by himself
or
others
or
perhaps submit a short paper giving quanti-
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put transfer characteristic. This result shows
t h a t whenever one can conveniently adjust
stabilize
and operating
the aoints
of
cir-a
-.
cuit, adjustment fdr minimum output distortion should be made to take advantage
of whateverbuilt-incomplementarydistortionreduction
is possible. T w o recent
publicationswhichexplicitlyusenonlinear
complementary distortion networks to producereducedover-alldistortionarecited

1.11, 151.

Greiner’ssecondpoint
is that it is not
impossible to obtain complete harmonic distortion cancellation by complementary distortion as stated in my paper. I agree with
QOGreiner’s conclusion; in the paper, m y contrary conclusionwasnotsufficientlyreIVin-VOLTS (negative)
stricted to stand correct as written. The pa02
0.4
0.6
per
showed
t h a at n
infinite
number
of
complementarycorrectiontermswere
rraFig. 1-Transfer resistance.
quired to cancel completely a given distortionbythetechniquesproposedinthe
paper. It should have been made clear :!;at
there is no necessitytohave a one-to-o !e
t-12V
correspondence between correcting terms ill
r.R.z---- 1
2N188A
thecompletementaryseriesandcotnple2N107 +I
mentary distortion networks. In ideal cases,
a single correction network (see later discusL---->J
tative
complementary
of measurements
results
distortionsion)mayreduction
made therequired
on
beused t o realize
transfer characteristic.
cuits.Ibelievenoonewouldquestionhis
I t is generallybelieved
thatnegative
remark that the use of asingle-tubevoltfeedback can only reduce but not eliminate
age amplifier followed by a cathode follower
nonlinear distortion. An ingenious feedback
can yield less nonlinear distortion than the
arrangementdue to Guanella [6] hasbeen
voltage
amplifier
alone.
Because
of the
j71
showntheoreticallyandexperimentally
generally considerably lower distortion of a
t o allow complete cancellation of nonlinear
\Tell-designed cathode follower than a singledistortionandinterference.Thus,here
is
tube voltage amplifier, it is surprising that
another
method
different
in
kind
from
the serialcombination of the two can, accomplementarydistortionreductionwhich
cording to Greiner, yield less distortion than
shows that, unlike taxes, distortion need not
the cathode follower (presumably operating
4c
6b
8b
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always be with us.
at the same output level) alone. Such a reKlipsch[8]hasstatedthatwhilecomPERCENTAGE OUTPUT POWER
sultmustrequireratherspecialoperating
conditions, and Greiner has performed a use- plementary distortion reduction can be acFie. 2-Compensated amplifier.
complished for single frequencies, the restofulservicebypointingoutitspossibility.
ration or undoing of modulation distortion
Evenmoreusefullvouldbe
specific measoccurring with multiple input frequencies is
uredresultssubstantiatingthe
effect
in
propriate value of voltage to be developed
impossible. I am grateful to himfor bringing
question.
across R,.
The author was drawn to speculate about up this matter sincehis statements repreThe required nonlinear characteristic of
sent
rather
a
commonly
held viewpoint
distortion
reduction
by
R, is of the same general form as t h a t ob- complementary
which probably should have been discussed
fleetingreferences(nowlost)intheliteratainedin a suitablybiasedsemiconductor
in my paper. Actually, complementary disture 011 “second harmonic cancellation,” and
diode, Such an arrangement is illustrated in
tortion can produce the effectof unmodulatof harmonicand
bythesurprisingresults
the interstage network sho~vn in Fig. 2. In
ing (not demodulating) an intermodulation
intermodulation
distortion
measurements
this circuit the interstage couplingis formed
signal and can thus m.ork as well with mulfilterbuiltin
by the semiconductor diodeW , in series Ivith made 011 anactiveaudio
tiple as n-ith single frequency input signals.
R1and shunted by R?.Bias is obtained from 1955 [ 3 ] .‘This device uses circuits involving
folcathode followers in combinations somewhat Considersecondharmonicdistortion
the voltage divider, Ra and Rd,forming the
lowed by postdistortion complementary dissimilar to that advocated by Greiner, and
bias resistor of a second stage.
tortion correction. The output
of the original
itwasfoundthatcarefuladjustmentand
Theimprovement innonlineardistordistorting circuit may be written as el =ale I
stabilization of B
and B - voltages and
tionobtainedbythiscircuit
is alsoillus+a2ea2. IYith an input signalconsisting of
heater current allowed greatly reduced outtrated inFig.
2 . This shoxvs therelative
two sinusoids of frequencies SIand fi, the eo2
put secondharmonicandintermodulation
values of totalharmoniccontentpresent
term produces in the output el signal comdistortiontobeobtainedascomparedto
whenusing the compensating network and
and
ponentshavingfrequencies of. ( f a - f ~ )
that with unadjusted bias voltages and curwhenthenetwork
is replacedby a linear
(f2-fl).
I t is often thought that once such
rents. It is interesting to compare Fig. 8 of
resistoreqrlalinvalueto
R?.Cnder these
modulationtermsappear,nothingcanbe
this paper [3] (intermodulation distortion vs
conditions the compensated amplifier has a
done about it. This is not so. hfter the outoutput voltage) with Fig. 2 of the complegain of slightly more than 1 db greater than
put el hasbeenpassedthroughaperfect
mentary distortion paper [ l ](total harmonic
theuncompensatedcase.Byuse
of interpostdistortion circuit of gain bl, the resultdistortionvsaquantity
which is proporstage netLTorlcs composed of semiconductor
ing output will be just albleo and will contain
if the
diodes connected in a “back to back” condi- tionaltooutput\-oltageamplitude
no distortion of any kind [l]. Rather thar
I n spite
tion, similar results have been obtained with total distortion is notveryhigh).
unmodulating the modulated signal, a manof the differencebetweenintermodulation
iand Class AB push-pull output cirClass :
fest impossibility and the root of Klipsch’s
and harmonic distortion, thereis great simicuits.
comment,thepostdistortioncircuitgenerG. IT,HOLBROOK laritybetweenthecurves,indicating,as
ates a nex distorted signalwhich has modustated i n the text [ 3 ] ,that proper operating
Head, Elec. Engrg. Dept.
lated components of the proper amplitudes
Royal Military College of Canada
and phases in relation to those
at its input
Kingston, Ont., Can.
* Received by the PGA, April 29, 1960.
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thatthecombination yieldszero,andthe
final output consists only of the amplified
but undistorted input.
These statements may be illustrated for
simple and imperfect postdistortion circuit
which only- eliminates
direct
square-law
distortion but leaves distortion of distortion
components in the output. The input signal
el to the postdistortion circuit may be written el = aleO (1 + e ) , where e =a2eo/ul and will
be considerably less than unity ina practical
circuit.Withthisinput,the
final postdistortionoutputmaybeexpressedas
[1]
ez=albleo (1 - 2 e 2 - e 3 ) . With perfect correction, thee terms would be zero. Sincee < < 1,
the e2 and e3 terms will, however,bevery
small indeed. Note that the output contains
no direct square-law term. Now if eo again
involves the frequency f1 and f2, the second
term in e2 will involve the frequencies 3f1,
V Z , (Zflffz), (2fl-f2),
(Zfz+fl), and (2f2
-f1).
The third term will additionally yield
the
frequllcies
2f1, 4f1, 2f2, 4 f ~ , ( f z + f d ,
(.f.~*’-fi)~
(3fl+fz), (3fl-fi)~ (3fz+f1)~ ( 3 f 2
-. 5 ) , (Zf~+2fl), and (2jz-2f1). Butnotice
that the coefficients determining the magnitude of these terms will be very small, and,
inparticular,whereastheoriginal
(fz+fI)
and (fz-fl) components arose from a term
of relativemagnitude e, the final output
componentsinvolving ( f z + f ~ ) and (fz-fl)
arise from a term of relative magnitude es
which will be much smaller.
The“insertion-distortionfactor”introduced by Cimagalli [9] seems to be a useful
measure of thechangeintotalharmonic
distortion produced by the insertion
of a n
extraelementorcircuitin
a transmission
chain. A similar factor based on intermodulation
rather
than
harominic
distortion
mightalsobevaluable.Finally,another
quantity of usefulnessmightbethenormalized distortion factor, equal to the distortion (harmonic or intermodulation) obtained
after insertion of the new element or circuit
divided
by
the
original
distortion.
This
quantity would have the virtue of going to
of
zero as the distortion went to zero and
being a direct ratio measureof the distortion
improvement or increase.
Waldhauer [lo] has made a valuablecontribution
by
pointing
out
that
complementary distortion correction can yield zero
outputdistortionandby
showing rather
explicitlyhowthecomplementarydistortion circuit can be realized for complete distortion cancellation in a simple way.
\l’hen
this method is conveniently applicable, it is
certainlytheonetoemploy.Itinvolves
either having available another circuit
exactly like thattobecorrected
or, alternatively,havingavailablethecompleteor
anapproximate
specification of thenonlinear transfer characteristic to be corrected.
Thischaracteristicmustthenberealized
by whatever means are available and applicable.Thentransferfunctioninversionis
required. 13.hile i t iseasy
toinvertthe
characteristic of thetwo-terminalnetwork
discussed by \Valdhauer, inversion of three
or four terminal networks will generally requirenegativefeedbackwhich,insome
cases, might be better applied to the original
circuit directly.
My colleague, J. P. Pritchard, has also
pointed out that Waldhauer’s development
and hisconclusion t h a t perfectdistortion
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correction is possible depend on his assumptions of very low and very high output impedances for the two amplifiersof his Fig. 2.
aBecause these amplifiers will not in practice
have zero and infinite output impedances,
perfect distortion correction by Waldhauer’s
techniques will not be possible or will only
be
approximately
realizable
in practical
cases over a limited amplitude range. These
considerations lead again to one of the main
conclusions of my article, namely that perfect nonlinear distortion correction over an
indefinitely large input amplitude range is
impossible. This is not usually a serious restriction, however, since amplitude ranges
of
interest are always limited. I n particular, if
the distortion to be corrected arises from a
relatively expensive output transformer and
pair of power tubes, one would not want to
duplicatethisequipmentandtheninvert
the
resulting
characteristic
in
order
to
achieve
distortion
cancellation.
this
In
case,theproceduresofHolbrook
[4] and
Sklar [5] are preferable. They amount to a
partial
realization
of the
ideal
complementarydistortionreductionmethodsdiscussed by the author and by \k‘aldhauer.
Waldhauer also mentions that the distinctionbetweenpre-andpostdistortion
disappears when his procedure is used. The
author also stated that either the
first or the
secondcircuit
in thetransmissionchain
could be either the distortion producing element of thedistortioncorrectingelement.
Whencompletedistortioncancellation
is
achieved, there is naturally no difference in
the output whether pre- or postdistortion is
used.Onlywhenincompletecorrectionis
used will there by a small difference in the
character of the respective partly corrected
outputs. As shown in Fig. 3 of the paper in
question [l], thisdifference will usuallybe
negligible in signal ranges of interest.
Finally, I wish to take this opportunity
to correct thefollowing printing errors in the
paper :
Eq. (5) should read eu4 instead of ko4;
Secondlineabove
(12b) shouldread
cos w t = l ;
Eq. (13) should read al instead of a.
J. Ross NACDONALD
Central Research Labs.
Texas Instruments Inc.
Dallas. Tex.

Double Doppler Effect in Stereaphonic Recording and Playback
of a Rapidly Moving Object*
W. B. Snow1 describes the ideal stereo-
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[IO1 F. D. Waldhauer,“Nonlineardistortionreductionbycomplementarydistortion,”thisissue,
p. 103.
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1 W. B. Snotr, “Baslcprlnclpie
of stereophonic
sound,” J . S M P T E , vol. 61, pp. 567-589; November,
1953.

phonic system as a screen of microphones a t
of loudspeakers
the actual stage and screen
a
on the virtual stage, each paired microphoneloudspeaker connected with an independent
transmission channel.
I n such a system, a rapidly moving sound
source on the actual stage
would be sensed by
the observer over a large number
of multiple
paths on the virtual stage, with a resultant
multiple Dopplereffect. Thesameeffect takes
placewithtwo-tracktwo-channelstereo.
As thesound
passes a n observer on the
of the
actual stage, there is a change in pitch
sound; as it passes a second observer a felv
milliseconds later,thesamepitchchange
takes place just that much later. Substitute
microphones for these two observers, transmit the sound over two loudspeakers, and a
single observer hears two sound sources, one
of different pitch from the other.
The effect was observed in trying
to rcmicrocord a rapidlymovingtrain.The
phones were over 50 feet apart, which exagif
geratedtheeffect,makingitsoundas
there were two trains, aor
t least two whistles,
passingbefore theobserver.
I t appearstherewould
be a different
virtual source for each channel
of a polychannelstereosystem.Herein
lies a t least
one difference between stereo reproduction
and original sound. Regardless of the accuracy with which stationary or slowly-moving
it apstereo geometry may be reproduced,
pears that an objectin motion rapid enough
to produce a Doppler effect will contain the
distortion
effect
of there
being
several
sourcesinstead of justone.Thisproblem
might besolved by the binaural systemear spaced microphone and headphones for
the listener-but it does not appearpossible
to resolve the problem with the usual stereo
techniques using widely spaced microphones.
A simulated stereo treatment for simple
moving objects could probably be highly effective.
Snow’s
“pan-pots”‘-evidently
“panoramic
potential
dividers”--would
transfer a monophonic signal from one side
of the stage to the other, with or without a
center channel, and the Doppler effect of a
single source would be preserved. This could
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